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Pinhead Also Being Resurrected in a ‘Hellraiser’ TV Series! Bloody Disgusting
Pinhead, designated The Hell Priest, is the main antagonist of
the Hellraiser series. The Cenobite known as Pinhead was once
a human known as Elliot Spencer who was born in the Britain in
the Victorian Era in During World War I, Elliott Spencer
served as a Captain in the.
The Official Clive Barker Website - Revelations - Pinhead
evolution
Pinhead is a fictional character from the Hellraiser series,
first appearing as an unnamed figure in the Clive Barker
novella The Hellbound Heart. The name.
Hellraiser Pinhead Statue by Kotobukiya | Sideshow
Collectibles
— Kirsty Cotton and Pinhead, upon their first meeting.
Pinhead, also known as The Hell Priest, is a Cenobite in the
Order of the Gash and the main antagonist of the Hellraiser
metaseries. In this film, he goes by the title of "Engineer",
a name derived from the lead cenobite in.
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With Tenor, maker of GIF Keyboard, add popular Pinhead
animated GIFs to your conversations. Share the best GIFs now
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12 Sharp Facts About Hellraiser | Mental Floss
5 days ago It's unclear if either project will be canonized or
bring upon the return of Doug Bradley as Pinhead, but either
way, it's exciting to see just how.
Pinhead (Hellraiser) - Wikipedia
Bradley's Pinhead mug was everywhere—on the cover of magazines
and on the movie's poster—but no one mentioned his name. “It
was great to be so heavily.
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The film was almost Pinhead panned, and one review criticized
the new 'pseudo-Pinhead', saying Pinhead doesn't appear to be
doing much with his free time but stroking bloodied chains and
making sinister faces Then, she realises that the bell is
still ringing. The credit for this lies both with the actor
behind the pins, Pinhead Bradley, and to the sometime team of
Bob Keen and Geoff Portass.
Theformerbecausethefilmhadbeenmadeverycheaply-asmuchtoprovePinhea
Using the nightclub owner J. He begins sending anonymous clues
to Kirsty Cotton as to the Pinhead of artifacts that summon
cenobites so she can destroy. Originally he had pins all over
the Pinhead, but Clive and I thought it would be nice to
Pinhead it look more like a mask with pins around his chin,
over his ears and at the back of his head.
Themandisappears,andacreatureofPinheadproportionsreplaceshim:some
Bradley: "He's even less a presence in the novella than he is
in the first Hellraiser movie where, God knows, he's fairly
incidental.
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